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Bridgewater Junior
Saves Life of Friend

~

Andrew Young Lectures November:.-5
· The Student \Jnion Program
Committee proudly presents a lectµr~ with Andrew Young, .Former
Ambassador to the U.N .. The lecture will take place Nov. 5, 1981 at
11 am i the Student Union Ballroom.
Ambassador Andrew Young has
been involved in public pollcy issues
and social change all of his adult life,
as a clergyman, civil rights leader,
Congressman, United States
Representative to the United
Nations, and private citizen.
In the 1960's, Mr. Young was a
close associate of Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr., participating in the major
civil rights movements of the time.
Among these were the Birmingham
Movement of 1963, which led to the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the dis·
mantling of segregation in the
South; t_he -~elma Movement of

1965, leading directly to the passage
of the Voting Rights Act that ye(lr
and to revolutionary political
change in the South; the Poor People's Campaign of 1968; the movement against U.S. involvement in
the war in Vietnam ; and numerous
campaigns of voter registration,
economic development and labor
organizing in the North and South.
At the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) he
directed .the Citizenship Education
Program, which provided community organizing arid ,leadership training to thousands of people who went
on to lead the change which swept
the South.
Ambassador Young has also
been a pastor in Alabama and Gear·
gia, the Associate Director of Youth
Work for the National Council of

Churches, at) executive of SCLC,
and Chairman of the Atlanta Community Relations Commission.
In 1972 he was elected to the U.S.
House of Representatives from the
Fifth Congressional District of
Georgia, ·becoming the first black
Congressman from Georgia in iOl
years. He was elected with the support of a coalition of black and white
voters. and was re-elected in 1974
and 1976. In his first term in Con·
gress, Mr ...Young was a member of
the House Banking and Currency
committee and its subcommittees
on International Finance, InternationalTrade, Mass Transportation,
and Consumer Affairs. In his second
term, and until he left Congress to
become UN Ambassador, he was a
member of the House Rules committee, which reviews all major legis-

by Michael Ricciardi
Joseph Cifello is a police officer
for the town of Rockland. He is also
in his junior year at BSC. Last
Thurs, Oct 22, Mr. Cifello was one
of forty honored guests at a banquet
sponsored by the American Blue
Cross, Blue Shield. He and the
other 39 guests personally received
.awards from Dr. Henry Hiemlech,
inventor of a first aid maneuver
known as the "Hiemlich hug".
It all began some four years ago
when Mr. Cifello was at home
watching a morning talk show. The
guest was a Dr. Henry Hiemlech
who was demonstrating a new technique t6/~aving a person who was
choking to death. Joseph went out
soon after and bought several books
on. the subject of first aid. He said,
"Somehow I knew that someday I
would need it." That someday came
a few years later when, ata restau~
rant with his aunt, a woman at a
nearby table was choking on her
food. The chef came out, an• in a
panic began to hit the woman on the
back, thinking that this would keep

the woman from· choking. Joseph
knew that this was only driving the
choking material farther into her
throat. After what seemed like
hours Cifello, pushing the chef out
of the way, tried three times unsuccessfully to dislodge the food from
her throat. On the fourth try he succeeded in dislodging the food from
the woman's throat. It was not until
some time later that Joseph fully
realized what he had done. "When I
got home it hit me:.1 had saved a
human being's life." He confessed it
was a wonderful feeling to see this
woman, who had known him as a
child, walk out of the restaurant.
"I never thought," said the thirtyeight year old Sociology major, "that · four years after I saw Dr. Hiemlich
on television, I would one day have
the honor of being in the same room
with him."(This interviewer is glad
to have had the honor oflleing in the
same room with Mr.<:•.)..
Joseph Cifello will also be appear· .
ing on a future edition of WBZ's
~'People Are Talking".

(Continued pg. 4) .

Massachusetts Department
of Education Visits BSC
by Richard Lussier
During the week ofNovember23,
30 education professionals acting
under the aegis of the Mass. Department of Education will visit Bridge·
water State for the purpos~ of
evaluating three of Bridgewater's
professional education programs:
Elementary, High School and Physi.cal Education. The programs ar_e
currently a.ccredited by_ NCATE
and the entire college by the New
England Association of Schools and
Colleges. (The re-accreditation process for the entire school will begin
again next year and is carried out
every ten years as· a matter of
routine.)
The High Sd)ool Teacher Education program has undergone significant changes under new
certification regulations which must
take effect by September 1982. By
law, the program must .include 21
hours of professional education
courses, foughly 60 hours of pre·
practicum experience, and a full

semester of student teaching. This
effectively takes 3/10 of the student's entire undergraduate experience to complete. The visitors
from Boston will evaluate the programs for compliance with the new
standards for teacher certification.
Each course in the required
sequence of courses addresses dif·
ferent aspects of the standards.
The. program has experienced
orily minor administrative difficulties
Students are ideally
to date.
expected to sequence courses over
a period of three years taking
roughly two education course per
semester. The revised program was
phased· inover.·a two-year period,
thus precluding scheduling. difficulties for most students. However,
some members of the senior class
who had transferred from other colleges or who had decided to enter
the program as juniors are caught
midway between the old and. the
new. As such many students are

taking education courses all at once.
It is not uncommon to see such a
stud~nt with two or three per
semester. One student is carrying
five.
One of the program's recognized
assets from the stu('.ient point of
view is the accessibility of the professional education staff. Paperwork problems are usually promptly
attended to and the Office of
Teacher Certification, directed by
Anne Byrne, is quick to arrange for
the most. efficient handling of prepracticum field experience prob1ems.
Professor Robert
Fitzgibbons, chairman of .the Dept. .
of High School, Middle School and
Adult Education, continually
stress~s to students both privately
and in class to see him personally for
any problems coordinating the. new
requirements for certification. His
office is located on the second floor
of the Burrill Ave. building.
1

(continued pg. 4)

Cheryl Tripp
Homecom·ing Queen '81
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Letters to the Editor

When I was little I hated Halloween--more than gym--more than the
chunk turkey and gravy they served in the school cafeteria every Thursday. (Unlike Perdue birds who are stuffed full of golden marigold seeds
these wild turkeys were force fed hemp.)
Grandma would fly up from Norfolk, Virginia just to make my costumes. She would sit hour by hour in her bedroom working on intricate
designs for my outfits. When I was four years old she created a patchwork down suit complete with pointy hat and oversized shoes. Lord I
was cute. At this period of my life I was 2 feet tall and almost bald. Father,
a military man, insisted that the barber keep my hair at the length of one
centimeter. "Whiffles keep a child sane, Liz," he would tell my mother, as
he plastered the down makeup on my face. A button of rouge for each
cheek and blood red lipstick applied from the nostrils to the cleft in my
chin finished off the illusion that I had been born fully developed from the
loins of a Barnum and Bailey performer.
All dressed up and not wanting to go, I would be led around the
neighborhood by my sister Judy, who had to drag me to every door.
(Mother has also said 1 was born thirty years old so ff the following
dialogue appears unbeleivable; you were blessed with a normal
childhood.)
"Judy I hate this. I feel like I'm begging."
"Richard no other kid on the block racks up the UNICEF donations
like you~-now c'mon. Mrs. Law is waiting for you."
"I don't like this but if I'm going to feed one nation for a week I'd better
go."
, ,, Five, was the kiUer year-. The year that scarr~d me. The year I had my
first store bought costume. With my UNICEF· donations that year I
could't even buy a Whitman Sample for the Hill.
'
"Judy, what happened to Richard? He was so cute last year. Is your
grandmother ill?". asked· Mrs. O'Brien.
"Trick a Treat for UNICEF!" fcried.
"Here's a bright, shiny penny Richard," said Mrs. O'Brien, looking
disgustingly like a woman who gives her children Hostess smk:k cakes. I
walked down her flag stone front path crushed.
"Judy, why didn't Mrs. O'Brien write me, a check like she usually
does?"
«Jn that Rex Trailer . getup you're just like .all the. other .little
Boomtowners."
"Lets go home Jude. I can't take it." The tears were streaming down
my face. I couldn't breathe. My particular costume company couldn't
afford to hire someone to poke nose holes in their masks. (LegaJac~.on
pending.)
·,
Ever since 1965 I have spent Halloween at my front door passing out
candy to unappreciative little brats. This year I'm grabbin for the gt1mballs that I can get, so if you see a S'S" trickertreater hesitating at the ·
entrance to your front walk--reach for your checkbook and 1'11 •come
running. (I'll be the one with the patchwork clown outfit--Grandma:,s her~
~~~~)

Dear Editor,
In response to the Editorial on the
supposed apathy on campus
towards homosexuals, we of the
heterosexual monority would like to
express our opinion concerning
your situation. We beleive that your
preference is not in the Natural
Order of things. We find your constant editorials on your "plight"
unenlightening and uninviting.
We're not close minded nor ultraconservative on the subject. Pride
indicates a willingness to stand up
·against any and all opposition. Any
hesitancy on the writers part to
reveal his identity to the general
.readership merely points out that
this issue cannot be worthy of any
.further debate.
Mary Downey
Susan Duffy

Dear Gay and Proud,
Who is to say we are not being
In refere nee to your letter on Oct.
22 you wanted a response, well here truthful to ourselves? We tell very
it is. As you know the issue of gays few people or possibly no one that
on campus came out into the open we are gay because that's our personal choice. If you remain undevia The Comment.
First, how could you expect gay 'tected because of fear, that's cool! If
students to "come out" and tell the that's the way you feel O.K. .... but
college what their sexual preference don't tell us we are not being "truthis? Especially in society today, des- ful" to ourselves.
In closing, I'd like to say thanks for
pite the fact that homosexuality is
more open, people still do not fully your editorial. You told us how you
felt and that's what you wanted to
understand our lifestyle, if at all.
Secondly, Bridgewater State Col- do, but if you don't get the
lege is an extremely small commun- responses that you have hoped for,
ity. Its hard enough to live the way don't be upset. You want others to
we are now, to come out into the respect you for your thoughts, then
open would not benefit us in any you've got to respect and accept
way. I could create more problems them for their thoughts.
Enjoy life, live it the way you
for us than it is worth. If you want to
join some sort of club you'd be bet- choose!
signed
ter off at UMass!
Content with lifestyle

To the College Community,
Unfortunately, the Homecoming
Midnight Breakfast sponsored by
the Class of 1983 was not a successful event this year. Due to poor student response, we had no choice
but to cancel the event, as we had to
have a minimum of 100 people. For
those of you who bought tickets,
you may redeem your tickets at the
Office of Student Services in
Boyden Hall (you must have your
ticket to get your money).
As for. the rest of you, who
showed no interest, I am surprised.
The sophomore and freshmen did
. not have a great amount of choice in
the Homecoming e,vents this year.
However, the events offered to
them were not well attended at all.
Everyone is complaining about lack
of events for· the "under-20" age
group, yet when they are offered,
there is no response. s
I feel I can speak for all the Class
officers in offering anyone to input
suggestions or advice. We are in
office for you, the students, ·so_
please, get involved and support
these school events. Any· sugges..tions or the like may be dropped in
the.Class of 83's mailbox in the Info
Booth. Thank you,
Valerie Medwor
President, Class of 1985

Dear Editor,
Last week Daniel White singled
out Student Union Program Committee as being an organization that
is not meeting the needs of the students, therefore, contributing to the
apathetic attitude he sees prevailing
on campus. I find it extremely necessary to reply to Mr. White's letter
which .was lacking in validity. The
Student Union Program Committee
is the largest programming organization on campus, and that is
exactly what it does! The Committee consists of 24 hard working dedicated volunteer students, that work
numerous hours per week to provide the college" community with a
multitude of programs. These students keep their eyes, ears, and
minds open for new ideas which are
generated by Bridgewater State
College students. Perhaps, Mr.
White, you missed the survey at the
end of last semester. It was put out
by the Student Union Program
Committee in order for the college
community to express their needs
and wants for the present school
year:
Concerts and bands are not the
only events Student Union Program
Committee sponsors: the Pocket
Mime Theater, Impulse Dance
Company, lectures (including Glo-

~

0
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ria Steinem, Ralph Nader, and
upcoming Andrew Young), the
Madrigal Feast, Children's Christmas Party, the Outrageous Obstacle Course, Mini Course Series
(consisting of 13 various courses),
Art Gallery exhibits, Videos in the
Foyer, films in the Rathskeller and
College Bowl are all sponsored by
Program Committee. It should be
obvious just how diverse these programs are. The Student Union Program Committee's purpose is to
provide a wide variety of events to
meet the needs of a diverse student
pupulation. The fact is that disasterous ·turnouts are few and far
between, Mr White--not our
programs!
I hope I have informed you on the
endeavors of the Program Committee, arid that you picked the wrong
organization to accuse of not meeting the needs of the college community. I would also like to take the
opportunity to let the entire student
body know that the Program Committee meets every week, on Tuesdays, at 5:30 pm in SU206. These
meetings are open to any student
that would like to express an idea.
Also the sign on the Director's
Office states "Please come in," Program Committee invites you~
Pam Kenny
Chairper\son
SUPC

Commentary
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What's Wrong?
'

by Sharon Stacey
Have you every been to a dance and activities around campus which
Don't you ever get bored? If you
where only a handful of people show · students can participate in and actu- do, then the perfect remedyu would
up, and no one is brave enough to ally have a good time.
be to try something different, If
start dancing until an hour before its
The next question I propose to you've never been to a play or musi· over? Or, if you're into sports, how you is this: why does this lack of cal, then to to one, and see for yourdoes it feel to play a game with little school spirit exist here at all? Tom self if Bridgewater has good actors.
or no spectators? "I would think that Matthews, President of the Class of [f you have a talent, use it. If you
social life would be ·an important 82, himself said about the seniors have an interest in poetry, join the
part of a. college education." My that "without support and participa- staff of the Arts Magazine. Go
answer is, simply, a lack of .school tion from out own class we may not dance the night away, or cheer on
spirit, whir.:h in .tum breeds non- a have a Senior Week." This would the soccer team to victory(there's
participatjon at school events.
be very unfortunate. A supplement both a men's and women's t~ams),
It is sad to attend a BSC play such to my former question is, what is or play yourself.. .. exercise is imporas Tennessee Williams' The Glass everyone doing these days? In my tant too, you know!. Don't waste all
Menagerie, which wa~ excellently opinion, the majority of students your time hybernating in your dorm
performed last year by the Ensem- who are not actively involved some room watching the boob tube, or
. ble Theatre, and find that not even way in their school are missing out. drinking yourself into oblivion. Get
one-third of the auditorium is filled. I Someone may reply that this is a more out of your college education.
can not· imagine how the actors felt suitcase school. This is true, but Don't just exist; act ·alive! Get
after pouring so much time into this what about the ones who do stay for involved, and you will feel more a
production. Or how about the Cho- the weekend? The majority of them part of your school. Then you can
rale and Women's Glee Club, both are either down the Rat or partying look back in-years to come and say
of which every fall have to actually their weekends away in the dorms .. · that you learned a ·lot, but you also
recruit singers to be able to stay in Some may not do this, .but may had a good time and that your col.. existence: If you like Jo sing;, why spend . their.·.weekends ·studying or lege years were interesting and
don't you join? You don't have totry . watc;:hing TV. These are both .fine exciting. There's nothing wrong
out, and you can even get a credit and dandy but to an extent.There is with BSC. Its we, the students, that
fro171 it! There are plenty of clubs a balance . needed.,
have .to.Ch.arige: , ......... .
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Tumbrel
by Tom Gregg
Perspectives on Politics
A Homosexual History
October 25: Last week someone wrote a letter to the Editor of The
Comment. He (or she) signed it "Gay and Proud", which got me thinking
about past attitudes towards homosexuality.
An educated Greek of the classical age would have been amused to
learn of the modern American view of homosexuality. We know that
there were many homosexuals among the upper crust of the city-states,
and that such people were not considered perverts. Passionate love
between men was a poetic and philosophical theme.
The Romans also held tolerant views. Julius·Caesar was bisexual--his
soldiers fondly called him "every man's woman and every woman's
man." Many subsequent emperors had the same sexual preference. It
was so common, in fact, that the historian Tacitus made a point of
mentioning that the Emperor Claudius "was wholly free of unnatural
vice," i.e. he was interested only in women. It appears that Claudius, a
somewhat eccentric fellow, was an exception to the general rule.
One or two of-the bisexual emperors were men ofoutstanding ability-the great Hadrian comes to mind, who is remembered in history not only
as a ruler but for his grand passion for a young Greek boy. Others, like
Caligula, were less attractive characters.
The romantic Richard I of England--the Lionheart himself--is known to
have been homosexual, as was his namesake Richard II, who may have
Jost his crown because of his propensity for male favorites. The homosexual roster also included a goodly number of popes, dukes, princes,
and what-not.
We hear less of female homosexuality, though it seems to have bee.n
fairly common among the noble ladies of imperial Rome. The sisters of
Caligula were bisexual, as was his niece Aggripina. It seems reasonable
to assume that lesbianism has been as common as male homosexuality,
only less well-reported.
One ancient historian also mentions q curious fact--that homosexuality was quite common in the cavalry of the Roman Army.
In more recent times there have been Oscar Wilde and T. E. Lawrence, Lawrence of Arabia, whose Seven Pillars of Wisdom make~
references to his homosexual preferences. In the years just before the
First World War-imperial German society was rocked by the disclosures
of homosexuality in the highest social and official circles. One of the
names given out was that of Fritz Krupp, the "Cannon King" whose guns
and munitions armed half the world. The scandal is thought to have
caused his suicide. Things got to such a point that the ever-p91ite English
took to referring to homosexuality as "the German vice."
All very interesting, you say, but what does it prove? Well, nothing-except that homosexuals have always been around that. some of them
have been good people and some of them bad, and that attitudes have
varied. Except for the fact that they are homosexuals, these people are
as varied and as individualistic as the race as a whole. This being the case,
does the slogan "Gay Rights" make any sense? Is sexual preference a
valid base on which to build a political movement? We'll examine those
questions in next week's TUMBREL

a
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Dear Joe
Dear Joe:
Well, you miserable little rat; I see
that you have at last had the effrontary to write to me, and very uninteresting it was, too. The biggest
problem I had was working out
which language, if any, you were
using. I eventually did work it out
and all I have to say to you is that I
entirely reciprocate your feelings!
Now to the news. Last week we
had to say goodbye to one of the
animals, Gerry. He'd stuck it out
here manfully for nearly six weeks
but finally the sheer futility of it all
got to him. Scared to death by the
thought of a Spanish course and
demoralized by his lack of attendance in class (four in six weeks) he
finally decided to throw in the towel
and go back to work for the rest of
the semester, wise decision. Gerry
was last seen sitting behind the
steering-wheel of his car, with a
manic grin on his face muttering
something about "sanity until
Christmas." I think he has a point.
But he was back the next weekend to help celebrate Homecoming. Now this might seem to be a
little illogical to you back in England.
I mean, in theory, Homecoming
means coming home, right? You
ever heard of anybody calling school
home? Of course not, but this is the
USA.
Unfortunately, I missed much of
this weekend due fo a prior appointment in Connecticut on Friday
night, where I was fortunate enough
to indulge in all sorts of·naughty pursuits which I couldn't possibly describe to you in a letter so you'll have
to wait until Christmas. Anyway, I
made it back home Saturday night,
and off I went to Irish Night. Silly
thing to do being English and everything. Well, Gerry was there and
most everybody else and we were
having a few drinks (alright, then,
quite a few) and yes, you've guessed
it, Nick did his favourite party trickhe fell over - flat on his back. Imust
have looked incredibly stupid - I certainly felt i[ Still everybody seemed
to find it very amusing. I just look~d
forward to the hangover.
Well, I must be off - I'll leave you
with .a parting thought. Thank
Christ I have the top bunk - I shall
say no more.
All the Best.

NEW PROGRAM OFFERED
Two concentrations will be initially offered to undergraduate students; a
concentration in general management and a concentration in Environmental and Energy Resources Management.
The new program was recently approved by the Boear of Regents of
Higher Education. The major in Management brings to 27 the number of
undergraduate majors offered at Bridgewater. Persons desiring additonal information may contact Professor Robert Dillman through the
offices of the Earth Sciences and Geography. ·
YEARBOOK PHOTOS
The yearbook is now taking pictures of campus clubs and organizations. The sooner the clubs have their pictures taken, the sooner the
yearbook will.be finished. It is important that pictures be taken as soon as
possible. Appointments are now being made. It would be ·gratefully
appreciated if the meeting times of your organization , or the next date
you will meet; could be_ sent to the yearbook staff. We may be reached in
our office across from the Rat on Tuesdays and Thursdays.at ll:OOa.m.
and Wednesday evenings at 8:00 p.m. You can also leave word at our
mailbox at the Student Union Info Booth. For a great club section of our
yearbook, we need this information as quickly as possible. Thank you
very.much.

Club Budgets
It is time to plan for next semester's activities. Budget packets, wiU be
available for club officers to pick up in the SGA office on Thursday,
November 29 after 11 a.m. They are due back by Thursday, November
12 at 4 p.m. to the SGA office. NO LATE BUDGETS WILL BE
ACCEPTED.

Club Budgets
ALPHA UPSILON PLEDGE
The Brotherhood of Alpha Upsilon is starting their fall pledge class. All
candidates interested -there will be a meeting on Sunday night at 9:00.
Become a Brother!!
A'.fTENTION .SENIORS
Attention Seniors: The last week for having your yearbook portraits
taken js next week, November 2-6. If you are a senior and would like a
free yearbook, you must have _your portrait in the Yearbook. You. can
sign up now. Sign-up sheets are at the SGA office on the top floor of the
Student Union. If you are having your portrait taken by an outside firm,
you must submit your photo by Nov. 13. They may be left at the
yearbook Cubicle across from the Rate or at the yearbook mailbox at the
SU Info Booth. _
1982 YEARBOOK RESERVATION REQUEST

Home A d d r e s s : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Campus A d d r e s s : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

(if different from above)

Social Security Number: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Return to SGA c/o Bill Mullen
Student Union Building, BSC
by 5 p.m., Friday, November 15, 1981

That's the time and that's the name of the show. Tom Gregg is your
host for thirty minutes of fast-paced talk on the issues, serious and
light-hearted, of the day, the hour and sometimes even the minute. Keep
it on WBIM 91.5 and listen to this:
'
November 4--Church and State. The Reverend Charles Forbes Flagg of
Bridgewater's First P,arish Church on being a Unitarian Universalist. Do
politics and religion mix?
'·
November 11--Canada in Crisis. Professor Myers of BSC's History
Department on our troubled neighqor to the North. Is Canada about to
break apart?
November 18--Wednesday at Six begins an in-d~pth three-part series,
Vietnam: After Action Report on a ~-ost WAr. The issues, the menwho
fought, the victims.
You won't want to miss a single edition of Wednesday at Six. So tune
in., and pass the word to your friends.

BEING PREGNANT
ISNT ALWAYS ABLESSING.
When you're faced with an unexpected pregnancy,
you're faced with one of the most important
decisions you'll ever have to make.
That's why when you come to Preterm, you'll meet
with a counselor who can answer any
questions you may have. So if you choose an abortion,
you'll be making the choice that's right for you.
There are times when some women would love to be
blessed with a pregnancy. And then again,
there are times when being pregnant isn't much
of a blessing at all. Call 738~6210. Preterm.
The most experienced reproductive health care
center in the Northeast.

preterm ..·

A licensed non-pr9fit hital.th care facility.. 1842 Beacon Street, Brookhne 1 fy!A 02146

See your Jostens' Representative.
DATE Mon. & Tues., Nov. 2 & 3
$10.00 deposit

TIME 10:00' to 3:00

·qear~
&.......~ . .

PLACE

Across from Bookstore
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EDITORIAL REPLY

Mass. Ed.

by M. E. Agnes Murphy

(From pg. 1)

Seniors, we have a business to run, that being the Class of 1982. We
are all shareholders and contributers in making.it a successful enterprise
or a bankrupt disaster. Tom Matthews, our President, has already given
us the facts about our financial difficulties and the lack of involvement
within our class activities. It is up to us all to keep our class spirit from
dwindling, our activities from failing and our money from being wasted.
We must become responsible.
It is evident we should examine ourselves closely and to try as a whole
to decide on our future as a class. We must apply our energies and time
to build our financial base with support from all our members. Individually we can, all contribute to a successful year.
For starters here are some practical solutions to a few problem areas:
1: If you are profit-minded, go to the scheduled events and bring a
friend. Your monetary support will help the finances grow, and your
attendance at these events will ispire class spirit as a.whole.
2: lf you're the type who likes to cut costs, invest some of your
personal time in the planning, preparing, and developing of class activities. Involvement of this source is rewarding; you could also use your
experience as a resource on a resume.
3: If you're interested in developing a project ask the assistance of out
officers. We voted them in. They are our leaders and resource guides;
they certainly wouldn't refuse help or ideas; in fact, they need them.
Our business depends on our ability as a class to get involved with the
activities at hand. We need support from all the members of our class.
Let's all get involved with our business and make it the best run class of
BSC. Let this bP, the bf',st vear for the Class of 1982.

Career Corner Update
WEEK OF NOVEMBER 2-6
CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT OFFICE
MON. THRU FRI. 9-5; TUES. 6·9 P.M.
LOCATED ON THE GROUND FLOOR-S.U. BLDG.
NOV. 2 (MON) 2 pm.& NOV. 3 (TUES.) 12 NOON-RESUME
.
..
WORKSHOPS
?I
Have you been starting to thmk about wntmg your resume .. Com~ to
either of these workshops which will be held in the CP&P . 0.ffice.
Workshops normally last about halfan hour, and are presented in an
informal atmosphere with plenty of time for questionLsO. GY CHEMIS
NOV. S(THURS.) 11-12 p.m.-SEMINAR. FOR BI~ .
,
TRY AND PHYSICS MAJORS- If you're interested m care~rs related to
your'major of biology,.chemistr~, or physics, plan on~ttend1~g apresentation concerning the job search proce~s, careers. m the held, 1.?t~m
ships, and summer jobs. This event will be held m Room ~17 lf1 the
Conant Science Building, and will be co-sponso~ed by the B1ology and
Chemistry Clubs.
SPECIAL UPCOMING EVENTS
NOV. 13-14(FRI. & SAT.)-MBA FORUM-'81-lf y~u re ,wondenng
whether the MBA degree would be useful to you, or tf you ve already
decided on an MBA and want to identify programs and schools .that
might best suit your needs, the MBA Forum may be very helpful. It will be
held at the Boston Park Plaza, 64 Arlington St.,Bost?n, MA. For mo:e
details, pick up a Forum handout in the CP& P Office;
u£C. 2 (WED.) 2:15 ·P.M.-SENIOR SEMINAR FOR DECEMBER
GRADUATES- For those of you graduating this semester, the Career.
Planning and Placement Office is holding a special seminar to present
information regarding resume writing, the job search process, and the
procedure to follow in setting up a credential file in the office. If you neeii
help in any of these areas, plan to attend this session which will be held iri
the Student Union·Rooms 205-207.
JOB LISTINGS
.
These are only .two of many jobs which are posted in the office and _on
the Student Union Career Bulletin Board neartheBookstore. The office·
lists jobs for the fo!lowing categories: part-time, full-time non-education,
full-time education in Massachusetts, New England, and the U.S. Come
in for more detailed listings.
PART-TIME CRISIS SPECIAUST-·This position is available to students
with patience and understanding. The student mus.t be male, willing to sit
with an elderly man in a nursing home, 7-11 p.m. Fn, Sat, and Sun. Salary
is $5/hr. Contact Brockton Multi-Service Center.Tel.: 580-0801. Ask for
the Crisis T earn.
·
.
PART TIME MAIL SUPPLY CLERK (2 POSlTIONS)- Delivering, handling mail, and doing some lifting arr requirements for these positi?ns.
Mon.-Fri. 8-12" p.m. or 12:15-4:15. Salary $4.51/hr. Call: Mae Rowlmgs
947-5770 Ext. 201. Middleboro area.
I

•

Andrew Young

Professor Fitzgibbons told the
Comment that newly certified
teachers are usually concerned
immediately with practical matters
such as methods and discipline, but
that later in their careers they often
express the wish that they had more
theoretical work in education. The
new standards and regulations have
added this theoretical dimension in
such courses as Evaluating Teach·
ing and Learning in the High School
(taught this semester by Prof. Leo
McGuirk), the Special Needs
Learner in the High School (taught
by Prof. Murphy), and Dr, Fitzgibbons' own Aims & Philosophy. The
focus of this latter course is the logic
of educational decisions. Classroom Management, taught by Prof.
Ray ZuWallack, is heavily weighted
toward the practical aspects of
teaching. Students are made to
role-play discipline problems and
approach them in different ways
proposed by experts in the field.
Dr. Fitzgibbons continually
stressed to the Comment his staffs
vital interest in student opinion
about the new program. The fundamental purpose of the program as it
is now constructed is to comply with
the master list of Five Standards for
Teacher Certification. Dr. Fitzgib·
bans stated that he is working on a
handbook for students explaining
exactly how the new courses
address the standards.
This
detailed exposition of the rationale
for the new High School Education
mino'r should dear up many questions and confusion concerning the
reasons why the program is structured as it is.
If you are a. High School Education minor with questions, you are
urged by the Professional Ed.
faculty to. come visit with Dr. Fitzgibbons and 0ther professionals.
This is th~, first year of the newly
revised program for certification
and :idministrative . difficulties are
inevitable. Come dear them up
before they develop into major
problems.

D.on't Let It

Get To You
:WRITE TO
GABBY
THE COMMENT'S

CONFIDENTIAL

«From pg. 1)
Iation before it can be considered on
the floor. As a Congressman, Mr.
Young was active on"a wide range of ·
issues, including foreign policy, civil
rights, urban affairs, mass transit
and the environment. He was a
member of the Congressional Black
Caucus, the .Democratic Study
Group, and the Envirol'..lmental
Study Group.
(n 1976 he was chairman of the
Democratic National Committee's
n? ti o nal voter regis tra tic n
campaign.
.
. .
Soon after Jimmy· Carter was
elected President in 1976, he
announced. .the appointment of
Andrew ·Young as U.S. Ambassador ·to the United Nations. Mr.
Young served~ in that position from
January 30, 1977, to September 23,
1979.During that'Period he was also.
a member of the Cabinet and the
National Security Council. In addi-

tion to being the chief U.S. delegate
to the UN, he represented the United States at international conferences and on diplomatic missions
throughout the world. Mr. Young
has traveled in approximately 70
nations on .all of the world's
continents.
Ambassador Young is now a private citizen and the President of
Young Ideas, Inc., a non-profit
organization which addresses publie policy questions and assists individuals and. groups involved· in a
range of domestic and foreign policy
issues. He also writes a weekly
column on current events for the
Los Angeles Times Syndicate. The
column appears .in ,more than 40
news papers.
. Tickets for: this event are available
at the S.U. Info Booth. $2.00 for
BSC, $3.00 for the public.

ORACLE

;

' ' . ,,

SGA CALENDAR
Some interesting moments at the October 27th SGA Senate meeting:
The Academic Affairs Committee reported on a proposal, favored by
the faculty, to shorten the allowed withdrawal period tc; eight week~.
There is also a proposal afoot to tighten up attendance pohcy. SGAC will
keep you informed on this.
.
.
Irish Night, according to a report to the Senate, was a big success. See
WHISPERS for a review.
In his Executive Report, President Mullen announced a push to encourage SGA members to meet their office hours. He ~!so announced th.at a
committee has been formed to oversee this year s BSC Model Umted
Nations Delegation.
.
.
The Senate voted to appoint Laura Innis to the Academic Pohcy
Committee. Finally, they voted to accept the resignation o_f !reasu~er
Nancy Silva. According to an informal Student Court Dec1s1on, ':"'h1ch
has been accepted by President Mullen, the winner of the Assistant
Treasurer election now being held will become Treasurer and the
runner-up Assistant Treasurer. Until then, the President has appointed.a
Treasurer pro tem. More on this in WHISPERS. That's SGAC for this
week.

WHISPERS
It's been a big week, folks--a really big week. Where to begin ...?
Irish Night: We had a good time·. Our only criticism is that we hate to
drink our whiskey out of those plastic cups. We also had to undergo an
assault by SGA Senator Laura ·Innis who, in a playful mood, poured beer
over our heads. WHISPERS will get e1,,;en-·we kid you not. Otherwise, it
was a fine event, and "Trinity" was an entertaining group. Too bad all
events on campus aren't as successful.
Shudupa You Face Department: At the October 27 meeting of th~
Senate an attempt was made to silence no less a personage than Pres1·
dent Mullen himself. John Dalrymple, Presiding Officer, tried to gavel
Mullen down calling him out of order during the discussion of Nancy
Silva's resign~tion. But our intrepid leader bashed right on, ignoring
John's various threats. Nice try.
Joan of Arc Department: Nancy Silva's resignation speech made quite
an impression on the Senate. Some applauded her remarks; others
thought she'd·laid it on a bit thickly. Members of the Executiv~ Board
were outraged by Silva's remarks. Chris Keesecker charactenz~d t~e
speech as "one-sided." President Mullen made the same pomt m
remarks to the Senate. All in al4 Silva caused quite a commotion. The
issue over whick Silva quit has to do with the BSC/SGA Student
Scholarship Fund. This consists of money (plus interest) from SGA
sources, administered by the college. The bucks are available to students as loans (usually, though not always) limited to $50.00 and pro·
vided to meet emergency situations. Silva claims that the administration
and the SGA Executive Board had blocked her efforts to see fund
records and to bring the matter before the Senate. She thinks that the
SGA ought to exercise more control over the fund. WJ:iIS~ER;' w~ll have
more on this. So far, a reliable source on the SGA denies Silvas hmt that
something is amiss with the fund. We'll see.
Senators Laura Innis and Juoy Henry, by the way, voted not to accept
Silva's resignation. Two others abstained from the vote.
.
Nancy also had some unkind things to say about VP Deep, with whom
she'd discussed the fund. We were unable to talk to him this week, but
WHISPERS will present a full report on the matter of the BSC/SGA
Studeht Scholarship Fund next week. We've heard a really big whisper
concerning this, but have not yet been able to confirm it.
.
Deep Throat tells us that Nancy Silva's resignation was a contn~ed
martyrdom and a public relations stunt. Our ~eep cover sc;mrce claims
that the entire song·and-dance about the fund 1s mere hot air, and would
hurt the Student Body if pushed.
Oops Department: Last week SGAC appointed Christine Quinn to
Ways and Means. Actually, .of course, she was appointed to Student
Affairs. Sorry about that.
Join us again next week.

OASIS <NOTES
A new branch of the OASIS is about to take flower.
The long-awaited OASIS meeting to kid~ off the 1981-82 year was held
Thursday, October 15 at U:OOAM at the usual table in the Commuter
Cafeteria( under the painted eye). The meeting was semi-formal and over
lunch (of course).
Newly elected officers .include President Dick Dennehy, VicePresident Rose.Bouchard, Secretary Dave Burns and Treasurer Beverly
Mulherin.
,
·
President Dennehy has many plans for the new club and is looking to
much imput from the members. Of prime importance is recruiting... each
member is requested to bring one new person to every meeting.
OASIS has been organized to provide a Club for the. older (than 25)
aged student. Our purpose will be to provide a support group for .
returning students, an ongoing contact area, .... and to have fun.
The SGA has provided us with bulletin board space for the posting of
OASIS notices and activities. The area is Bulletin Board number 2,
located next to the Commuter Cafeteria on the ground floor. Please
keep an eye on that area as well as watching for notices in the Comment.
Join us. We'd love to get acquainted with you. If you are interested,
please leave your name and number either at the Comment officejc/o
Barbara Glauben). or at the Admissions Office (c/o .Dorie AuCoin).
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Entertainment
The Screening Room
l.!t 1.!.1.!.1.1 t .i I.!. I:L,IJ:, I:t Il 1111.L t .f. IJ; 1.!. t .!.I.!> i J;l .!, tJ.t.!> I.!. I J;l .!,J
by Daniel J. White
nature, even poking fun at society.
With Halloween around the There were probably just as much
comer, I realized that there is laughs as there were screams in
nothing frightening about the Heav- American Werewolf. In short,
en's Gate Syndrome (unless you're inventiveness in the horror film
a movie producer). Instead of look- genre has revived the sagging filr.n
ing at million dol.lar films and why returns into successful profits.
they are turning out -to be megThere have been many explanaaheadaches for the movie industry, I tions which try to explain why peothought it would be nice to look at pie go to -see horror movies. One
the world of ghoulies, beasties, and explanation is that a horror ~ovie is
things that go slash in the night, oth- ' a way for people to vent their hostile
erwise known as the horror film.
instincts. If you've ever been to a
Over the past four years, horror horror movie and heard people in
films have been making tremendous the audience cheering on the killer
comeback. Psychos (Halloweeµ- or the monster, then you can under.Friday the 13th), werewolves stand how this theory applies. Oth(American Werewolf, The How- ers believe that a horror movie gives
ling), and demons (The Exorcist) people a chance to safely face the
continue to frighten and delight primitive fears of their childhood;
movie audiences all over the coun- they can face the boogeyrrian of
try. John Carpenter's Halloween their youth and walk away
II, scheduled for release on October unscathed. Still others feel that the
30, and Ghost Story, starring Fred horror movie is a type of thrillAstaire, are only two of the many seeking experience, sort of a celluhorror movies now in production.
loid roller-coaster ride. And finally, if
For a long period of time, horror you reject these theoties, there is
movies had a penchent for poor still the theory that people go to see
box-office returns;however, with horror movies because they conthe release of such movies as The sider them fun to watch.
Exorcist and Halloween, audienSince Halloween is this Saturday,
ces soon rediscovered the thrill of what better way to celebrate this
being scared out of their wits. New occasion than taking in a horror
advances in cinematography and movie. After all, what's Halloween
special effects enabled directors to without a good scare? If you don't
become more inventive in making feel like going· out, cable t.v. and
horror films. The metamorphosis regular t.v. offers a rather nice selecscenes in American Werewolf are tion of horror movies. So, grab
light years ahead of the old werewolf some popcorn, hold on to your girlfilms, such as The Wolfman, which friend or boyfriend, and treat yourused camera pans to bring about the self to a good scare.
transformation scenes. In addition,
Next Week: The Heaven's
horror films today seem to be a little Gate Syndrome (honest)!!
bit more cynical in terms of human
1" 11" l"i' 17•1T I 'i"l 'i'l"i"I T 1'l'l'i'lTI 'i'l'i' I 'rl 'i'I Tl 'jWIT I Tl T 11· 1
I:

Saturday, October. 31, 8-12 p.m. in the SU Ballroomthe band
Sayne will be featured at the HaJloween Party. Prizes will be
awarded for the most original costume, scariest costume, funniest costume, and overall best costume. Tickets on sale in the Info
Booth.

·rr:r

In the Rat:
Thursday, November 5
Promo Night with DJ Bill Hoffman
Prizes provided by Lowenbrau
8-12
Saturday, November 7
Band in Rat: Maxwell's Demon
9-1 a.m.
Tuesday, November 10
Student/Faculty/Sta~ Amateur Night
8-12 p.m.

Friday, November 13
Band in Rat: To be ~nnounced
Wednesday, November 18
Band in Rat: Burton and Tapper
8-12 p.m.
Thursday, November 19
The Student Union Program Committee Presents:
"The Blushing Brides"
Ticket info will be released soon!

KISS ME
KATE
by Barbara Glauben
delightful.
The combined genius of Bob
"Kiss Me Kate," the Cole Porter
musical is enjoying a revival on the Mello and Allen Fleming as the
stage of Bridgewater State College, gangsters wove their characters
thanks to our own Ensemble Thea- through the show and tied it up
tre Company. Opening tonight· neatly with "Brush Up YourShakes(Thursday), this exciting musical peare" .... a traditional showstopper.
Without a doubt, the stars of the·
comedy will be running until Saturproduction ARE the stars of the proday, October 31.
An excellent orchestra under the duction. Diane DiGiampietre turns
baton of Vincent Macrina will lead in a predictably polished perforyou into this play within-a-play .... a mance as Lilli and Kate. Her voice is
love story wrapped neatly around a joy, and a pleasure to hear.
The shining star on the horizon is
William Shakespeare's "Taming Of
The Shrew."
a relative new-comer James Paul. In
"Kate" has something for eve- tackling this very difficult role,
ryone ·including sparkling produc- James handles t}lis central charac;Applications for the College·
tion numbers which are a tribute to ter with style and strength. When he
Bowl
are now being accepted at
the choreographers Kerri Rock and realizes just how talented he is,
.
h
Su
Jeanette Twigg.
James Paul will be fantastic.
t e · ·In f Booth · I gmte your
team
and
get
revved
up
for· a
When all the talent of the actors
Denise. Cormier's "Why Can't
You Behave" and "Always True To and dancers is placed on a Jeff great tournament. Prizes will be
Ripley set, and under the direction awarded to all <:ontestants. Get
You" are done beautifully.
Jean Prall's "Too Darn Hot" and of Professor Robert Barnett.. .. you your. team together and make
out the application form!
Dan Maloney's "Bianca." .. ~r.e have. a· hit on your h~nds!!!!
. . ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.........,.

°

Prince
Of The
City
by Betsy Hanson
In the late sixties and early seventies, one unit of the New York Police
rose to prominence for its astonishing success in capturing major drug
traffickers. As the Special Investigative Unit achieved greater results
(one of its cases was the French
Connection), rumors of corruption
surfaced. In 1971,.the Knapp Commission began investigating alleged
SIU wrongdoing. As a result, most
of the unit's officers were indicted
for bribery, extortion, or sale of narcotics. A few of the detectives committed suicide. The dissolution of
the SIU unit was the achievement of
one man, Det.ective Bob Leuci,
whose story is told in "Prince of the
City."
Lieutenant Danny Ciello (Leuci's
name in the film) is the head of the
SIU, a man whose rise to the top is
remarkable considering his youth.
. He has the choicest assignment
within the Police Department and
his record of arrests and convictions
is awe-inspmng.
But Ciello is
troubled by the illegal methods and
payoffs thatare a part of his work.
Eventually., Ciello decided to cooperate with the Knapp Commission
in exchange for a new life without
guilt. But, Ciello ultimately sells out
everyone closest to him--the network of junkies he supports for

information, his gangster cousin,
who refers to Danny as the "black
sheep" ·of the family, and his
partners. A reverse morality ensnares Ciello. Although he believes
in the righteousness of his act,
Danny lias turned into the most heinous creature in a policeman's
book: a "rat". Subsequently, Ciel·
lo's life is endangered. His new
alliances in the Justice Department -do Uttle to help. Rather, it is Mafia
don who offers Ciello the money to
leave the country and start a new
life. It is the dual loyalty that Danny
owes to theJusticeDepartmentand
his friends that causes anguish,
making his ordeal more difficult.
Director Sidney Lumet, along
with Jay Presson Smith, have
turned Robert Daley's book into a
quasi-documentary film, letting the
story provide the drama. Lumet's
New York is grimy ·slums,·· littered.
precinct offices, and forbidding
courtrooms. Much of the castis
composed of non-actors, and there
is no music. The choice of Treat
Williams, a fairly unknown actor; is
surprising. But Williams convincingly portrays the cocky and
. anguished Ciello. While "Prince of
the CityH is a very long film (2 hours,
47 mins.), ·Lumet has managed to
creat a taut production with great
· emotional. intensity. -.See' it:
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Bridgewater State College

Choral Society
Fall Concert
Friday, November 6, 1981
8:00 p.m.
Jtudent Union Auditorium.
Free Admission
~~

CfiORALE/WOMEN'S GLEE
CHAMBER SINGERS/ AMERICANA SINGERS
~

Bridgewat~~ State

College Ensemble Theatre presents

Thu., Fri., sat. .
OCT. 29, 30, 31

8 pm

BSC students &staff $3.50
General Public $5.00
·

Bridgewater State College Student Union Auditorium
For ticket information and reservations call 697..8321, ext. 213
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Sports

Homecoming
Road Race
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Bears Give Fans A
·
. .
1
HomecODling Treat 20 - 7
1
II
•

byNei!Bunick
The weather was beautiful a few days before the BAIRS sponsored
Homecoming Road Race; in fact meteorologists were labeling the days I by Dusty Chapeau
the lead at 13-7. Earlier in the stanza
as Indian Summer. Saturday morning, October 24th was closer to I Big time college pageantry hit
be blocked a Curry punt on the 10
Alaskan Wintet than it was Indian Summer. In Bridgewater, rain fell the I Hicksville last weekend, when
night before and morning of the race: The chilly temperatures around 42 I amidst flying confetti, a parade. of· yard line to set the tieing score. Mildegrees at starting time and the dampness in the air however did . floats, a marching band and .. }erick was equally incredible, returning one of his three interceptions of
anything but dampen the spirits of twenty college associated runner~ and
hundreds of screpming fans, Bridgethe day to the five yard line before
water State College defeated Curry
several race officials.
pitching to teammate Dave Lacey,
The group gathered at the starting line in front of the Catholic Center
College 20-7 in a homecoming
who ran it in for the score.
some runners clad in sweatsuits, others bit braver in runnilng shorts and
classic.
Actually the two teams· played
t-shirts. About ten runners from the weekly fun runs sponsored by the
The game belonged to the make-· .
second fiddle· to the antics in the
shift glee clubs and tailgaters who
Bridgewater Running Club also ran the same race, but were considered
separately at the finish line.
swarmed the stands and chanted . stands for much of the game as not
much action occurred in the first
President Tom Knudson of the BRC generously donated the use of his
fight songs while dipping into hidden
half. It wasn't until early in the third
starting gun to set the stage for an appropriate atmosphere. This writerflasks and spiked hot chocolate.
quarter that Curry's Mike Higgins
/runner nearly pinned himself-while putting number 403 on his chest,
Such is the way the homecoming
broke away from a pack of Bear
when Knudson tested the starter's gun ten minutes before the race.
game, and what makes it all
defenders to race 74 yards for the
Needless to say the gun worked loud as can be.
worthwhile-is when you win.
games first score. But .behind the
The ~raditional official's warning of "ready," followed by the pull of the
The Bears, .led by an awesome
chants of the rowdy homecoming
starters gun and the runners were on their way through the somewhatdefense, rewarded their loyal specfans.and the trumpet blasts from the
hilly streets of Bridgewater for 3.4 miles. As it turned out the chilly and
tators by breaking a fourth quarter
visiting Somerville Drum and Bugle
damp race weather was preferred by many of the runners.
tie and pulling away to win their third
Corps, the Bears came back. Line·
The first three men across -the finish line were separated by a mere
game of the season. The incredible
man Hank Reed pounced on a
seven seconds for an exciting ending. BSC cross country and track
efforts of Co. Capt. Tim Millerick
Colonel fumble at the 45 and the
coach Ed Lussier captured first · place in 18:29, although pulling up
and linebacker Dennis Lopes
good guys were in business. A 19
lame with a leg injury. Only two seconds back of Lussier was Shaun
proved to be major f~ctors in the
yard Cob ban to McCarthy pass play
Vitello and third place went to BSC soccer player Mike Borges in 18:36.
victory. Lopes intercepted a pass
brought the ball down near the 25
A very enthusiastic Mkhelle McDevitt won the women's division in
midway through the final quarter
where successive runs by Mike
23:18. Kathy Chambers was runner-up with a respectable time of 27:04 .
and returned it. 43 yardstogiveBSC
Third place finisher (31:23) Joyce Kennedy attributed her success to a
rambunctious young fun runner in contention to the very end.
The. alumni division winner in eighth place overall was Mel Crotty of
the Brrdgewater Running Club with an impressive 20:25. BSC science
professor James Brennan was the second alumnus in 23: 10 and third
place went to graduate student George Nigro-24: 16.
After the last few runners happily completed the race, awards were
presented by BAIRS president Nina Roberts and Intramural Director
Candy Kendall. First prizes were gift certificates from Steve's Sprts Den
BSC sweatshirts were given to second place finishers in each division' I
and third prizes were BSC draft mugs. Bridgewater t-shirts were given t~ I
?II runners. Although only a small percentage of the school participated I
m the race sponsored by the BAIRS, the first event on Homecoming Day I

•

Cieskinski and Rob Lee pushed the
pigskin to inside the two. Tension
mounted as Cobban called signals
and then vaulted over big center
Gary Ackerman into the endzone.
The crowd went bananas. Minutes
later the scare by Lopes iced the
victory.
Coach Mazzaferro praised offensive lineman Gary Ackerman and
Mike Halpin as outstanding. Kevin..
Cobban(l3 for 25-201 .Yards) and
Ron McCarthy(? catches 114 yards)
once again showed they are as good
as any pass completing combination
in the league. Millerick, Lopes, Peter
Lacey, Hank Reed and Bob Colangeli were also noted as stars.
And so as the confetti was raked
up and the trumpets packed away
until next year~remembrances of
the 1981 Homecoming game will be
long cherished in the minds of the
faithful fans and banged-up gridiron
heros. The Bears will face Nichols
College tomorrow night. in Dudley
Mass. Gametime is 7:00.
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Women's

.I

Tennis~,/. I

,,~.,

I

October 17-18, the Women's Tennis team sent its top two singles
players to the Massachusetts Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women(MAIAW) tournament which was held at Brandeis University
and Wellesley College. Judie Scanlon(lst singles) and Ta01my Turrier
(2nd singles) advanced to .the semi-finals after playing and winning two
rounds on Saturday.
.
The semi-final and final rounds were scheduled for Sunday: Senior

I

I

.1
1

I
I
I

Dennis Lopes (91) and Bob Devereaux (S6) with assistance
from Tim Millerick (16) gang up on Curry ball carrier

.
·,----c-1-.·-n-1·-c--G--u-.
e__s_t_S
__p_e__a_k_s_·-.. A. . -b--o-u--t-.---.---

Tammy Turner was defeated in the semi-finals to the first seed from Holy
Cross who later became the 2nd singles District IT champion.
In the first singles draw, junior Judie Scanlon defeated second seeded
Beth Feldman, 6-2, 64 from Brandeis. After advancing to the finals, Judie I
·
defeated first seeded Darlene Loprete, 6-1, 6-2 to become the District II. ••
"1st Singles" Champion,
The overall team scoring was eighteen points which was a tie for third I
by Susan Leoni
in the overall team competition. This is the best BSC Women's Tennis
NThe issue is not--can we stop this
has done in years at the MAIAW annual tournament.
disorder--but, how can we make this
as decent an existence as possible?"
"Muscular Dystrophy--the medical
and psychological importance of
physical and motor activities in the.
Boston Bruins's us. Vancouver
lives of children afflicted with this
·
Thursday--November Sth--7:30 game
disease" was the topic when Dr. WilCost: $10.00
liam Singer, a neurologist from the
includ~s reserved ticket and transportation
New England Medical Center was
Sign up: Fri. October 30th
guest speaker at the Children's
Mon. November 2nd.
Physical Development Clinic on
Tues. November 3rd
Saturday, October 24th. Dr. Singer
10-2 in front of bookstore
spoke about interactions between
Sponsored by BAIRS
parents, physical education
teachers, physicians, occupational
therapists and physiotherapists.
"These are the people impacting ·
most on the lives of the children and
Effective: 10/24--12/16
their families."
Mondays: 8·9am and 7-lOpm
Dr. Singer made use of a slide
Tuesdays: 8-9am and 11~noon and 8-lOpm
presentation to discuss the most
Closed 11/11 all day for Veterans Day
common form of Muscular
Wednesday: 8-9am and 7-lOpm
Dystrophy--Duechenne's Dys·
Thursday: 8-9am andU-noon and 7-lOpm
trophy. Duechenne's Dystrophy rs
Fridays: 8-9am artd 2-3pm and 7-lOpm
I
an inherited disorder carried only by
Pool closed 11/25 'at 5pm thru 11/29
I females. The disease, however,
10/30 pool closed 6:30--8:30pm
I affects only males;· it involves deteri"'
open swim 8:30-lOpm
1 .oration of the straited muscle tissue;
Saturdays: 1-4pm
I involves the shortest life expectancy
Closed 10/24, 11/7, 11/21, 11/28
I and has no known .cure.
Sundays: 1-4pm
I Diagnosis is made early--usually
Closed 11/29
I ' at about three years of age when the
In addition to tHeabove dat~s, the poolwill also be closed for recreational ·1 child begins to experience g~te disswimming on the. following day to home swim meetconipetitions. (Dates 1 turbance, Le., walking and running.
are subject1o change"~watch for posted schedule~) Saturday,Deceinber .I The· disease, at this stage,.· is·. also
· 12(1-4pm).
'
·
·
·
1 characterized by a curvature of the

Muscu·tar Dy·stro· phy

Bruin's Trip

Second Quarter Swim Schedule

back and enlarged calves. M.D. is a
progressive disease.
"Muscular Dystrophy has a tre·
mendous impact on the family," Dr.
Singer ·explained. At the time of
diagnosis, ·the impact is one of
stress, where tl;le subjects of the
genetic aspect and blame may
become issues. The point where the
child is no longer able to walk and
requires additionalJSSistance is the
point at which family counseling
becomes important. Dr. Singer
explained that when the issue of
whethr the child should be encouraged to make use of the wheelchair
versus remaining on his feet
becomes apparent, counseling is
also necessary. Dr. Singer advises.
that the child remain ambulatory for
as long as possible. The only restriction he normally places is the avoidance of.contact sports.
The fact that "their physical handicap does not indicate that they
have a mental handicapH was a point
that the guest speaker was certain
' to stress. "It is not only the physical
state of the child that determines
physical activity but his emotional
state as well. It is here that the
school setting becomes important.
Children with muscular dystrophy
need to be hand.led.Jn a setting consistent. with th~ir .··learning .capaci··
ties;" Dr. Singer said. Making use,of
oral studies· and tape recorders may
become ·necessary btJ,t "Everything

has to be done to maintain as much
independence for the child as
possible."
Dr. Singer further explained,
HChildren need a sense of involvement and one of the worst things we
can do is to 'baby' them." In fact, ,
"The children that do the poorest
are the ones that are allowed to
withdraw and (consequently)
become depressed in a major way."
The subjects of advocacy and
outreach were also issues
addressed by the guest speaker.
What questions do the children
have and how can families of children with muscular , dystrophy be
best advised?· What information on
M.D. is available and how can it be
best ~isseminated? The Muscular
Dystrophy Association is certainly
aware of these· issues and spends
85% of the funds corrected on
patient service and research.
Finally, Dr. Singer pointed out
that the problem of whether or not
school systems, particularly those in
Massachusetts, will continue to be
available to children like those with
M.D. in light of the economic problems· they currently face.
Dr; William Singer received his.
UQdergraduate degree ·.from New
York University and his M.D. from
N.Y.U. at.Syracuse, Heis.affiliated
with both Tufts New England Medi·,
cal Center and L.akeville Hospital.
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Scoreboard

Volleyball T earn

I
i

by Bob Remillard
Hard times have hit the girls volleyball team this year. The team
consists of only three-four year veterans. They are: Carleen Schavone,
Silvia Escoto, and Pauline
Ducharme. Coach Diane Beauchamp said, "Our record is not that
good with six wins and thirteen
losses, but the girls have worked
hard."
Tuesday October 20th the girls
played Stonehill and were defeated

------------------------I
Results of Games Played

Oct: 17-Field Hockey 3, U.Lowell 1
Oct. 17-Football 38, W. Conn. 0
Oct. 17-W. Tennis 7, Assumption 2
Oct. 17-Rugby Club 17, Providence
Club 4
Oct. 18-Field Hockey 3, Northeast-

BSC TEAM RECORDS
Field Hockey
10-4-4
SFo c ctbearll
6_-5-1
00
32
Rugby Club
2-1
Volleyball
6-13
Women's Tennis
2-5
Waterpolo Club
0-4

Oct. 19-Soccer 3, Framingham St. O
Oct. 20-W. Tennis 0, S. Conn. 9
Oct. 20-Field Hockey 2, Plymouth
St. 1
Oct. 20-Volleyball 1, Stonehill 2
Oct. 22-Field Hockey 4, Westfield

Homecoming Road Race
1. Ed Lussier 18:29
2. Shaun Vitello 18:31
3. Mike Borges 18:36
4. Neil Bunick 19:08
5. Brian Buhler 19:15

~1

~t~t~

0,

23-Soccer
Westfield St.
(unofficial)
Oct. 24-Football 20, Curry 7
Oct. 25-J.V. Football 4. Dean 7
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Next Week the

Comment Sports
Staff Previews

BSC Basketball

I
I
I

II
I

dropping one to Gordon in a tough
match and getting beat by Assumption. Volleyball Coach Beauchamp
explained how the team's record
was in the league, "I'm not sure but
it's not that good."
There are still six matches left in
the girls fall volleyball team so they
can still make a season out of it.
Sometimes girls volleyball does not
get the recognition it deserves, so if
you are looking for son:iething to do
go cheer on the girls. Go Bears!

On The Roads Again -·

I

·.:.· by. Neil Bunick
Congratulations to the BAIRS
:I·'' · Intramurals for their successful
Homecoming Road Race this past
Saturday. If you were one of the
twenty runners who ran and like the
8. Mel Crotty 20:25
~ course, you have the opportunity to
9. Michael Gordon 21:24
run it every Saturday morning at
9:00
in front of the Kelly Gym. The
i~: ~~~~lf~:Ce;h;::~~:SB
Bridgewater Running Club sponsors weekly fun runs and the course
12. James Brennan 23:10
is only a tenth of a mile longer than
....13. Michelle McDevitt 23:18
the Homecoming Race was. Presi14 . TGiemoortgheyNG_garr rit y ~ 3 :23
15
dent of the BRC Tom Knudson wel16. Kathy Chambers 27:04 R comes ·an who wish to run.
.
•··.··
17.. Joyce Kennedy 31:23
g
Some said it never could be done.
18. Eileen Lynch 34:23
I Others predicted that if ever there
19. Kathy Cronin 34:23
.,,.; was a marathon for it to happen and
20. Helen Keiting 35:08
a runner make it all happen it would
be the New York City Marathon
and Alberto Salazar. Sunday,
October 25th, 1981 Salazar opened
up a new and fascinating chapter in
sports history with his world record
breaking 2:08.13 at NYC-thus snap·
ping Derek Clayton's twelve year
marathon record.
Twelve years is a long time for
anything to be in existence in this
everchanging world, let alone a
wo'rld record. Salazar, the. Cuban
born and Wayland, Mass, 23 year
old native, bettered the world
record by 21 seconds and the
American marathon record by over
a minute(formerly held by"Boston"
Billy Rodgers, w.ho bowed out of the
race around midnight the eve of the
event because of a sponsor dis-

0 ~: i~~~=: ~~~::~/i~~~O

UPCOMING GAMES:
Oct. 27-W. Tennis-Babson
Oct. 27-VolleybaJl at New Hampshire College/St. Anselms
Oct. 28-Field Hockey, SMU
Oct. 29-Soccer at E. Nazarene
Oct. 29-Fie!d Hockey, Bentley
College
Oct. 29-Volleyball, SMU/U.Lowell
Oct. 29-W. Tennis, Stonehill
Oct. 30-Soccer at Stonehill
Oct. 31-Football, Nichols
Oct. 31-Soccer, Curry

I

in a tough match. The scores were
13-15, 15-12, 11-15. Two days before
that on October 18th was the UNH
Invitational. Out of seven teams the
girls came in fourth. They had five
wins and seven losses during the
tournament. "We are a young team
with five first year girls on the squad
and two second year girls," said
Coach Beauchamp. "When the girls
get older they will definitely be a
team to deal with."
The team has lost two in a row

· pote~rSal~im~,,,we,IL,,iu,frQD,t .

of a mass of runners--16,032 official
starters.
Of all the running predictors
Salazar has been most accurate,
batting an impressive two-for-two.
Last year Alberto predicted he
would win NYC in· his first
marathon-that he did. Two days
before NYC '81 Salazar said he wuld
break the world record in only his
second marathon-that he did too.
Are there any more amazing feats
for Salazar to predict himself reaching? The answer is a resounding yes:
perhaps Olympic Gold Medals in
1984 In both the 10,000 meters and
marathon. We will just have to wait
and see.
Sunday was also .the day the
women's world marathon record
would fall as well. New Zealand's
pretty Allison Roe-the 1981 Boston
winner, ran to the tune of 2:25.28
breaking Grete Waitz's record by 13
seconds. Waitz had won the last
three NYC marathons, but dropped
out of the race early one due to
severe shin splints. Roe and Waitz
were running together before Waitz
pulled out.
·
"She decided to pull out," Roe
said. "She spoke to me about it. She
said,'Go after(leader) Julie (Brown)
and catch her."' Roe caught Brown
and then ran with (or should I say
by) the men the rest of the way
toward her world record. For Roe,
who ran her first marathon February of last year, it was · another
J~iii\;ther.inher.young cap. One race,

two world records and more media
attention for marathon runningonce thought ofas a sissy sport less
than ten years ago.
THOUGHTS WHILE RUNNING
Watching television to see a
Salazar and a Roe scamper to world
records at the NYC Marathon
helped me with adrenalin. For the
record breakers it was a culmination
of dreams (and also hard work)
come true. For other runners and
myself it opens our eyes for opportunites to reach our own potential. I
can just picture myself completing a
marathon in grand style my arms
high above my head in celebration at
the finish line. The marathon Sunday helps to
remind me that every step of my
running in training has a purpose:
that is has reasoning for existing as
does my running. These thoughts
will always be prevalent in my mind.
For all of us young and old, it is a
reminder that running and fitness is
still sacred; that we are all kids at
heart and dreams can come true;
that for every bad week there shall
be a good week to follow. For me my
running is back of track-running six
out of seven days this past week a
low point (2 and 3 day running
weeks) have been followed by a
highpoint with unlimited possibilities
ahead.
So don't worry about yesterday's
run make things happen today and
tomorrow. Until next week. I'll see
'you "On the Roads Again".

......
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The intramural touch football tournament is nearing the playoffs--th-el
Rough Riders are undefeated to date(S-0), with Schinegma classl
behind(4-l), the Clash(2-4), and Nads(0-5) follow.
.I
Playoffs ·are scheduled to begin the week of November 2nd--weather
permitting. C'mon down behind the Apts. and watch some great plays.

9.

i

Saturday, October 31st
'ANNUAL HALLOWEEN COSTUME
PARTY
Featuring
"The Rockets 88's"
Prizes and Surprises
_
No One Admitted Without A Costume
Tickets will be on sale Friday, Oct. 23rd

Closed November 6th
Reopening November 13th
The Ston;ipers· November 20th
Danny Hall

a~·quarterback

fQr Rough Riders

I

